**2 x 18W FLUORESCENT RECESSED LUMINAIRE**

One of a new range of high quality compact units from McGeoch, this 2 x 18W fluorescent recessed luminaire is designed to provide a cost effective light source in compartments and lined ceilings.

It has several key features:

- Robustly constructed from mild steel
- White powder coated, easy-to-clean surface
- High efficient 18W fluorescent tubes
- Easily surface mounted with two fixing screws
- Power factor correction fitted as standard
- Quarter turn fasteners to give quick access for changing tubes and starters
- Available with a choice of diffusers and versions

**Mounting & Light Output Details**

The 2 x 18W Fluorescent Recessed Luminaire is easily mounted via two 8mm diameter fixing holes in the bank panel where there are also two 10 mm diameter cable entry points.

**Versions**

- Standard LTG2x18W-LF-R-06-I
- IP45 (wet rooms) LTG2x18W-LF-R-07-I
- Contingency (batter back-up) LTG2x18W-LF-R-08-I
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